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“Clifford theory” primarily is concerned with the representations of 
normal subgroups and quotient groups of (finite) groups, the basic con- 
tribution being due to A. H. Clifford [3]. Modern developments, founded 
on the concepts of group graded rings and crossed products, have shown 
close relations with (commutative and non-commutative) Galois theory. 
This is most conspicuous in (stable) Clifford theory of simple modules. 
Suppose N w H -++ G is an extension of finite groups and V is a simple 
F,N-module where F,, is any field. Since passage from the inertia group to 
the whole group usually is easy to handle, we may and do assume that V is 
G-invariant (or H-invariant, stable). Then the annihilator I, = Ann,,,(V) 
of V generates a (homogeneous) ideal Z of F,-,H and A = F,H/Z is a fully 
G-graded algebra with simple l-component R = F. N/Z,. 
General Clifford theory is concerned with such G-graded algebras A and 
their modules (cf. Dade [7, lo]). Assume the l-component R = A, is sim- 
ple Artinian as above. Then the centre K = Z(R) has in a natural way the 
structure of a G-field. The main object of study is the endomorphism ring 
E = End,( V”) of the A-module induced from the simple R-module V. This 
is a fully G-graded algebra as well. Generalizing Wedderburn’s theorem we 
show that A z M,(E) as G-graded algebras, where d is the dimension of V 
over the division algebra D = End, (V) (Theorem 2.1). In particular, 
K= Z(D) has the same G-structure with respect to E, and A and E are 
Morita equivalent in some strong sense. 
Now assume that dim, R = d2m2 is finite and that the (Schur) index 
m =m( V) is relatively prime to the order of the automorphism group 
G/C,(K) of K induced by G. Then the graded structure of A, E can be 
described by some distinguished cohomology class w,(V) E H*(G, K’). 
More precisely, w = oA( V) determines a crossed product Sz of K with G 
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(up to isomorphism), and there is an isomorphism of algebras EZ Q OF D’ 
preserving the G-grading; here F= C,(G) is the fixed field under G and 
D’ c D is a unique (to within isomorphism) F-central division algebra. Of 
course, then A g Q OF M,(D’). The “Clifford obstruction” oA( V) vanishes 
if and only if there is an A-module v’ extending V and having index 
m(V)=m. 
Our objective is to compute this obstruction. The main tool is the com- 
parison theorem for Clifford extensions (Theorem 3.4). This extends Dade’s 
[S] fundamental isomorphism theorem to the non-split situation. Dade 
was working over an algebraically closed field where the G-action is trivial. 
One difficulty in the general situation is that G-actions on distinct fields 
must be brought together. This will be discussed in detail in Section 3, 
which may be considered the heart of the paper. 
In case of group representations, K is isomorphic to F,,(x) (as a G-field) 
where x is the (Frobenius) character afforded by some absolutely simple 
constituent of V. Thus here G/C,(K) is abelian. Using Brauer’s 
(generalized) induction theorem, the comparison theorem reduces the com- 
putation of wA( V) = oH( V) to (quasi) elementary groups (Section 5). One 
can even proceed further relating the obstruction to Clifford extensions for 
linear characters (Section 6). 
As a consequence we obtain that the order of wH( I’) is a divisor of the 
number of exp(N)th roots of unity in KZ F,(x) (Theorem 7.3). This 
implies, in particular, the famous Isaacs-Dade theorem [ 12, 83. It also 
includes other outstanding results, for instance the Benard-Schacher [2] 
theorem on Schur indices. 
This paper could not have been written without the achievements on the 
subject due to E. C. Dade. Reference to his work is present everywhere. 
1. GRADED ALGEBRAS AND CROSSED PRODUCTS 
Let A =CxEG A, be any fully G-graded ring where G is a finite group. 
Recall that A is an (associative) ring with 1 (# 0) which as an additive 
group is the direct sum of its components A, with module products 
A,A, = A, (x, y E G). It follows that R = A, is a subring of A, containing 1 
(see [7]). Also, there is a canonical G-action (c, x) H cX on Z(R) (even 
on C,(R)) which is characterized by a,?= ca, for all a,~ A, (e.g., 
see [4,9]). Every component A, is an invertible (R, R)-bimodule 
(A,- I BR A, z R as bimodules), hence - OR A, is an auto-equivalence on 
the right R-modules [ 1, p. 603. 
Let A’ denote the group of units in A. Define the graded group of A by 
Gr(A)= U (A’nA.). 
XEG 
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Whenever there is a homogeneous unit a,~ A’ n A,, then a;’ E AXml and 
A, = a, R = Ra,. The grading map a, H x is a homomorphism Gr( A) + G 
with kernel R’. 
LEMMA 1.1 (Dade). If R/J(R) is simple Artiniun, the map Gr(A) + G is 
epimorphic and hence A is a crossed product of R with G. 
Proof: Let Z= C,, G J(R)A, be the right ideal of A generated by the 
Jacobson radical J(R). As A, is invertible, 
A,/J( R) A, z R/J(R) QR A, z R/J(R) 
as right (semisimple) R-modules. We conclude that A, J( R) = J(R) A, and 
that I is a (homogeneous) ideal of A. Thus A/I is a fully G-graded ring with 
l-component R/J(R). Now apply [8, Theorem 3.61 (or Theorem 2.1 
below) and use that 1 + J(R) E R’. 1 
Actually in [8] (and implicitly also in Theorem 2.1 below) it is assumed 
that the l-component is simple with finite dimension over its centre. But 
these results do hold for simple Artinian l-components. The lemma does 
not generalize to arbitrary semi-local rings. Here is a nice counterexample 
due to Dade: Let A = M,(F) be a full matrix ring over some field F. Let 
G = (x) be the group of order 2, and let 
Let us discuss the additional statement of Lemma 1.1 briefly. Choose a 
(normalized) transversal {a,} for the group extension R’ w  Gr(A) + G. 
Let aX,Y - a,yla,ay be the corresponding factor set and o,: r H a;lra, 
(r E R) the induced automorphism of R (x, YE G). Then A = Rj’[G] is 
determined by the factor set a: G2 + R’ and the map 0: G + Aut(R). It is 
nothing but the free (right) R-module with basis {a,} and bilinear 
multiplication given by 
(a,r). tag) = a,(a,,,r”~s). 
Such a presentation A = Rz[G] as a crossed product obviously depends on 
the choice of the transversal. However, composing 0 with the natural 
epimorphism from Aut( R) onto Out(R) = Aut(R)/Inn( R) gives a 
homomorphism which is an invariant for A. 
From now on we assume that R is simple with finite dimension over its 
centre K = Z(R) and denote by F= C,(G) the fixed field under G. Observe 
that A is an F-algebra. It is convenient, although not always relevant, to 
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take this F as the base field for the algebras considered. Subalgebras are 
always understood to contain 1. Note that K/F is a (finite) Galois 
extension. 
LEMMA 1.2 (Hochschild). Suppose there exists a presentation A = 
R;[G] such that o is homomorphic with a(G) n Inn(R) = 1. Then the fixed 
ring S= C,(o(G)) is a central simple F-algebra and R s KQ,S. 
Proof Consider A” = RidCa(G the crossed product of R with a(G) to 
the trivial factor set cx = 1, and its subalgebra B= KidCa(G By [ 11, 
Lemma 1.21 both are central simple over F with Cd(K) = R. Use finally 
that S= Cd(R). 1 
Observe that cr: G + Aut(R) is a homomorphism precisely when the 
factor set c( has its values in K= Z(R) and, therefore, may be viewed as a 
2-cocycle in Z’(G, K). 
Converse to Lemma 1.2. Suppose there is a central simple F-algebra S 
such that R E K@r S. Then o‘,: c @ s H cx @ s defines a homomorphism 
0: G -t Aut(R) with a(G) n Inn(R) = 1. Application of the Skolem-Noether 
theorem shows that there is a transversal {ax} for Gr(A) inducing this 
action c. We are in the situation of Lemma 1.2. 
A G-action c on R such that a(G) n Inn(R) = 1 will be called an “outer” 
G-action. 
LEMMA 1.3 (Teichmiiller). If the (Schur) index m(R) of R is prime to 
[G/C& K)I = [K: F], there exists a unique, up to conjugacy by an inner 
automorphism, central simple F-algebra SC R with m(S) =m(R) and 
RgK@rS. 
Proof Let r= Gal( K/P), which is isomorphic to G/Co(K). Scalar 
extension induces the exact sequence 
0 + H2(r, R) + Br(F) + B,(K) + H3(T, K’) 
due to Teichmiiller [20]. The proof is now straightforward; for details we 
refer to [ 16, Theorem 21. 1 
The existence of central simple F-subalgebras in R produces a 
“factorization” of the graded algebra A: 
LEMMA 1.4 (Dade). For any central simple F-subalgebra S of R, the 
centralizer C = C,(S) is a fully G-graded F-algebra with x-component 
C, = C n A, (x E G). There is an isomorphism A g C@I~ S of F-algebras 
preserving the G-grading. The G-structures of K with respect to A and C 
agree. 
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Proof: Each A, is a semisimple SOF P-module with each simple 
summand being isomorphic to S z C,(S) BF S. Thus A, z C, OF S. This is 
the basic idea. For the remainder we refer to [4, Sect. 61. 1 
Note that R g C, OFS as an F-algebra so that C1 = C,(S) is central 
simple over K. In particular, C is a crossed product (Lemma 1.1). 
Whenever A = R;[G] for suitable a, cr, composition of c1 with the 
reduced norm Nrd.,, of R is a 2-cocycle whose cohomology class 
[A] =cl (Nrd.,,ocr)cH*(G, K’) 
only depends on A (as a G-graded algebra). Use that Nrd,,(rux) = 
Nrd,,,,(r)” for all r E R’ and x E G, by unicity of the reduced norm. 
In case A = KLd[G] is a crossed product of K with G = Gal(K/R) to the 
cocycle CI, then A is a central simple F-algebra and [A] is just the Brauer 
class of A (E. Noether). 
COROLLARY. If C = C,(S) for some central simple F-subalgebra S of R, 
then [A] = [Cl” in H*(G, K’) where n is the degree of S (n= [S:F]“*). 
2. STABLE CLIFFORD THEORY 
We keep the assumptions of the preceding section. Let VE Mod(R) be 
the unique (up to isomorphism) simple R-module. Module usually means 
(unitary, finitely generated) right module, unless otherwise specified. 
Morphisms of modules are always written on the side opposite that of the 
algebra. Thus V is a left module over the division algebra D = End,( V), 
and R = End,(V) r MAD) by Wedderburn where d= dim, V. So R and D 
are in the same Brauer class of 
K= Z(R) = Z(D), 
the identification being such that V is an (absolutely simple) ROK Do- 
module. 
V is a G-invariant R-module, i.e., every conjugate R-module V” = 
VOR A, is isomorphic to V (x E G). It suffices to know that V” is simple 
again, which is immediate from the fact that - 8 R A, is an auto-equiva- 
lence of Mod(R). Identifying V’ = V (via u @ r H ur) we may write 
I/“= VA,, and we have Vxy= ( Vx)y for x, LEG. Let VA = VOR A be the 
induced A-module, which is the direct sum 0 x E G I/” as an R-module, and 
let 
E = End,( VA). 
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Then E = C,, G E, is a fully G-graded F-algebra where E, = 
{‘peEI REV’}. W e may identify E, = D. Any isomorphism Vr V-’ of 
R-modules gives rise to a unique element in E’ n E,, whence E is indeed a 
crossed product of D with G. 
THEOREM 2.1. For any F-subalgebra S g M,(F) of R, the centralizer 
C,(S) is isomorphic to E as a fully G-graded F-algebra. In particular, there 
is an isomorphism A z M,(E) of algebras sending A, to MAE,) for each 
XEG. 
Proof. Clearly such a subalgebra S exists. Let C= C,(S). By 
Lemma 1.4, C=CxEG C, is a fully G-graded F-algebra, and we may iden- 
tify A = CQ, S, A, = C, OF S for all x E G. In particular, R = C, @r S z 
MAC,) so that we may identify C, = D = E,. Write 
S=S,@ -.. @Sd 
with minimal right ideals Si. Then Vi = D@r Si is a right ideal of R 
isomorphic to V, the conjugate module V; may be identified with C, OF S;, 
and the right ideal I’! = COF Si of A generated by Vi is isomorphic to VA 
(1 <iid). 
Recall that A g End,(A) via left multiplications. If a,E A, for some 
x E G, then at-+ a,a maps R=V,@ . ..@V. into A,=A,R= 
vf@ .‘. @ Vi. We conclude that C, is mapped into the space of all 
A-endomorphisms of the regular module A mapping the Vi 
“homogeneously” to the V;. In this way C, becomes isomorphic to an 
F-subspace of Er. But dim, C, = dim, E, since both C and E are crossed 
products of D with G. This completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 1. The G-structures of K with respect to A and E agree, and 
[A] = [El” in H2(G, K’). 
Proof Immediate from Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 1.4. 1 
COROLLARY 2. Let SO be the simple module of S g M,(F). Then - @lF SO 
is a Morita G-equivalence from Mod(E) to Mod(A). 
Proof Since SO is an absolutely simple S-module and A z E@r S, this 
is clearly an equivalence. By G-equivalence we just mean that the 
isomorphisms on morphism sets result from (obvious) isomorphisms 
Hom,(U, U’)%Hom,(U@,S,, U’OFS,,) 
of G-modules, in the sense of Dade [9, Theorem 2.11, by passing to the 
spaces of G-fixed elements (U, U’ E Mod(E)). Since both A and E are 
crossed products, we have the usual diagonal G-action. 1 
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In particular, for any E-module U, End,(U) and EndR(UOFSO) are 
isomorphic G-algebras (Green). 
Remark. It is easy to see that VA is a progenerator of Mod(A) and so 
--BE VA describes an equivalence from Mod(E) to Mod(A) by Morita’s 
theory (see also [7, Theorem 8.21). Indeed the functors -OFSo and 
-BE VA are naturally equivalent since EOF So z VA. Clifford’s classical 
result is obtained by observing that the functor - 0 E VA is naturally 
equivalent to - a0 V, where V is viewed as a twisted A-module with 
regard to some transversal (~1,) to D’ in Gr(E): 
for UE ZJ, UE V, u,EA, (UEMod(E)). 
LEMMA 2.2 (Dade). There is a l-l correspondence {ax} c) V, between 
the splittings for Gr(E) and the A-modules extending V such that conjugate 
splittings (via D’) correspond to isomorphic extension modules. In particular, 
End,( V,) = C,(o(G)) under the G-action o defined by the splitting {a,.}. 
Proof. For convenience we sketch the proof (see [S, Sect. 21). If (V, 0 ) 
is an A-module extending V, define a,(uo a,) = ~@a, for v E V, a, E A,, 
x E G. One shows that this is well-defined. Conversely, if {a,} is a splitting 
for Gr(E), define V, = ( V, 0 ) by v o a, = a; ‘(v @ a,). Finally, an 
isomorphism V,r VP is nothing but an element 6 ED’ satisfying 
da;’ = fly1 6 for all x E G. (Simplicity of V is not required here.) 1 
DEFINITION. Assume the Schur index m = m( V) of V (or D, R) is 
coprime to IG/C,(K)( = [K: F]. Then by Lemma 1.3 there is a unique, up 
to conjugacy within D, F-central division algebra D’ E D with D z KmF D’. 
(This forces m(D’) = m.) By Lemma 1.4, Q = C,(D’) is a crossed product of 
K with G, and E z Q OF D’. We define the “Clifford obstruction” of V in A 
by oA( V) = [Q] E H2(G, K’). 
This is well-defined, for if D’ is replaced by 6 - ID’6 for some 6 E D’ and 
{a,} is a transversal for Gr(Q), then {s-la,s} is a transversal for 
C,(F’D’6)=6-‘Q6, and the resulting 2-cocycles have the same 
cohomology class (actually they are equal). 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose wA( V) is defined; i.e., m =m( V) is prime to 
IG/C,(K)I. Then [E]=oa(V)” and [A]=w~(V)~O where d,=dm is the 
degree of R. Moreover, up to conjugation with an inner automorphism, there 
is a unique outer G-action on D. 
Proof: Since Sz = C,(D’) and m(D’) = m is the degree of D’, the first 
481/119:1-13 
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statement follows from the corollary to Lemma 1.4. By virtue of 
Theorem 2.1, A z 52 OF M,(D’) as a G-graded algebra, which gives the next 
result. The final statement follows from Lemmas 1.3 and 1.2 (and the 
converse to Lemma 1.2). 1 
For the remainder of this section we assume that oA( V) is defined. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. oA( V) vanishes if and only if there is an A-module 
extending V with index m. The isomorphism types of such extension modules 
then are in l-1 correspondence with the elements of H’(G, K’). 
Proof: If oA( V) vanishes, there exists a splitting {cc,} for Gr(E) such 
that D’= C,(a(G)) is the fixed ring under the induced (outer) G-action 0. 
This V, is an extension module with D’ = End,( V,) (Lemma 2.2), which is 
of index m. 
Conversely, suppose V, is an A-module extending V such that 
D,= End,( V,) has index m. Then D,n Z(D)= F as D, is the fixed ring 
under some G-action on D defined by V,. Thus Z(D,) = F and 
Dg K@,D,. By Lemma 1.3 (or Skolem-Noether) D’ and D, are con- 
jugate by an inner automorphism of D. By uniqueness oA( V) = [C,(D,)] 
vanishes. 
If 6 ED’ normalizes 52 = C,(D’), then it normalizes the central simple 
F-algebra D’ = C,(W). By Skolem-Noether there is 6’ ED’ such that 
6-i& E C,(D’) = K. Thus the final statement follows from the preceding 
paragraph and Lemma 2.2, in view of the familiar interpretation of 
1-cohomology. 1 
It is easy to find examples where V can be extended to an A-module 
W (with m(W) # m) but wA( V) # 1 (e.g., [16, Sect. 21). Then the order 
of wA( V) in H’(G, K’) is a divisor of m. More generally, we have the 
following 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose W is a (simple) A-module which, as an 
R-module, is a direct sum of t copies of V. Then the order of oA( V) is a 
divisor of tm. 
Proof. We have W = U O. V for some unique E-module U, with 
dim, U = t (see the above remark). Choose a transversal {a,} to D in 
Gr(E) such that the corresponding factor set tl,, J, = cl,ylc(,cl,, has its values 
in K and class wA( V). Then G acts on D via 6” = a; 16a,. Fix a D-basis of 
U, and let pL, E M,(D) be the matrix of the semilinear automorphism 
u I--+ UOI, of U. Then viewing ~1,,~ as a t x t-scalar matrix, we have the 
identity 
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in M,(D). Taking the reduced norm of the central simple K-algebra M,(D) 
on both sides of this equality, we see that Ct is a 2-coboundary in 
B’(G, R). We are done. 1 
COROLLARY. Zf m is prime to (GI, wA( V) vanishes if and only if V can be 
extended to an A-module. 
Proof The order of wA( V) E H*(G, K’) is a divisor of (G(. If there is an 
A-module extending V, it also divides m by the proposition. Now apply 
Proposition 2.4. 1 
3. COMPARISON OF CLIFFORD EXTENSIONS 
Suppose B = C, E o B, is a fully G-graded F-subalgebra of A (B, s A, for 
all x). Let T= B, and let W be a G-invariant simple T-module. Then 
Z= Ann,( WB) is a homogeneous ideal of B and B/Z a fully G-graded 
F-algebra with simple l-component T/Ann.(W). Assuming that both 
oA( V) and 
WA W) = ~s,,( W) 
are defined, we are looking for conditions relating these cohomology 
classes. The basic result again is due to Dade [S, Theorem 3.101; it shows 
that wA( V) = cug( W) in case F is algebraically closed and the multiplicity of 
W as a composition factor of V= V, is prime to IGJ. 
Let I@ be “the” T-projective cover of W and I&‘= @Q, R the induced 
R-module. By Frobenius reciprocity (or adjointness) 
A=Hom.(I&‘, V) 
and Hom,( tiR, V) are isomorphic F-spaces ( # 0). A is in the obvious way 
a right module over the local ring End.( fi) and a left vector space over 
D = End,( V), and the above isomorphism respects that. If F is 
algebraically closed, dim, A is the multiplicity of W in V,. 
First a “retraction.” Let e be a primitive idempotent of T with 
e$AnnAW). Then WtZeTceRz eR, End.(I@‘)~eTe~eRezEndR(I@R) 
and A z Ve. 
LEMMA 3.1 (Dade). eAe is a fully G-graded F-algebra with simple 
l-component eRe, and eBe is a fully G-graded F-subalgebra of eAe. 
Moreover, Ve is the simple eRe-module and End,,,(( Ve)eAe) is isomorphic to 
E = End,( VA) as a G-graded algebra. 
Proof We have R = ReR so that the results of [4, Sect. 31 apply. This 
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gives the first statement. Since eR is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies 
of v. 
eRe % End,(eR) 
is central simple over K=Z(D). In fact, K and Z(eRe) are isomorphic 
G-fields (via kH ek). As W is G-invariant, eBe is a fully G-graded 
F-algebra by [5, Proposition 3.3 J. 
We may write V= e, R for some primitive idempotent e, of R with 
e, = e,e = ee,. Then e, E eRe and Ve = e,(eRe), whence 
End,,,( Ve) g e, Re, z End,( V) = D. 
Since ( Ve)eAe g e,ReAe = e,(eAe), by a similar argument the 
endomorphism rings of the induced modules are isomorphic, in a way 
compatible with the G-gradings. 1 
Lemma 3.1 enables us to reduce the proofs to the case where T is a local 
ring. Then we may identify T= Endr( I@) as rings, B = End,( fiE) as 
G-graded algebras, and A = V as left DO, T”-modules. This will make 
things easier. 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume T is a local ring and D, = End A W) is a separable 
F-algebra. Then D, can be uniquely embedded in T, up to conjugacy by an 
element of 1 + J(T). There is a G-action on the subring of R generated by 
K= Z(R) and L = Z(D,) lifting the usual G-field structures. 
Proof Since D, g T/J(T) as F-algebras, the first statement follows at 
once from the Wedderburn-Mal’cev theorem (cf. [13]). View D, as a 
subalgebra of T. 
By Lemma 1.1, B is a crossed product of T with G. In view of Mal’cev’s 
theorem we may find a transversal {/I,} for Gr(B) normalizing D,. We 
infer that (c, x) H /?;‘cfi, defines a G-action on L, which is the. usual 
G-field structure. This also makes K= Z(R) into the usual G-field, because 
{/I,} is a transversal for Gr(A) as well. 1 
In the sequel we assume that D, = End A W) is a separable F-algebra and 
fix some embedding into End d I@‘). Let L = Z(D,). Put A = D OF D”, and 
view A as a left A-module. Up to isomorphism the A-structure of A is 
independent of the particular embedding. Since K/F is a Galois extension, 
KQr L is the direct product of fields L, which are permuted transitively by 
Gal(K/F). Each Li is the compositum of copies of K and L. In fact, K@,, L 
is a Galois extension (of rings) over L (cf. [19, Sect. 23). One knows (e.g., 
from Morita’s theory [l, p. 651) that A and Z(A)= K@rL have 
isomorphic lattices of ideals. Hence A is a semisimple ring, the fields Li 
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being the centres of its various blocks Ai. Each block Ai is the join of 
copies of D and 0;. and is a central simple L,-algebra of degree 
m(V) . m( W). 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose both oA( V) and oB( W) are defined. Then A is a 
G-algebra and a Galois algebra where Gal(K/F) permutes the blocks of A 
transitively. A is G-stable as a left A-module. If Gal(K/F) is abelian and 
IG/C,(A)l is prime to dim, A, all blocks of A are G-invariant and their 
centres are pairwise isomorphic G-fields lifting the actions on K and L. 
Proof We have unique, up to conjugacy, outer G-actions on D and D, 
(Lemma 2.3). Thus there is a diagonal G-action on A = DQF D”,. Recall 
that D’ = C,(G) is central over F and D z KOF D’. The Galois action just 
means the corresponding “left” action (6 0 6,, x) H 6” 0 6,, viewed as an 
action of Gal(K/F) z G/C,(K). Hence D’ OF 0:. is the fixed ring of A under 
Gal(K/F). Transitivity follows from the fact that this ring is simple. 
We next prove that A is G-stable as a left A-module. By Lemma 3.1 we 
may assume that T is a local ring and that A = V as a left A-module. Let 
{a,} be a transversal for Gr(E) defining the outer G-action on D. 
Similarly, let {fi,} be a transversal for Gr(B) normalizing D, 2 T and 
yielding the outer G-action on D, (cf. Lemma 3.2). For very x E G, define 
the F-automorphism $, of V by (v)$, = a;l(v@/IX) = a;‘(~)/?~ = Q;‘v/I~. 
Then for 6 ED, 6, E D, (identifying D”, = D, as sets) 
= wv)rl/A;= (sxss;)(v)+, 
= (6 0 ~,)“(v)~,. 
This gives what we wanted to prove. 
Thus G permutes the nonzero components of A belonging to the various 
blocks of A. Components in the same G-orbit have the same D-dimension. 
If \G/C,(A)l is prime to dim,& every Sylow subgroup of G therefore must 
leave invariant some nonzero component of A and hence the corresponding 
block. In case Gal(K/F) is abelian, the actions of G and Gal(K/F) on A 
commute. Since Gal(K/F) permutes the blocks transitively, then the Sylow 
subgroups of G, hence G itself, must fix all of them. Finally, then the blocks 
of A are isomorphic as G-algebras. In particular, their centres are 
isomorphic as G-fields. 1 
The assumption on Gal(K/F) will be always fulfilled for group represen- 
tations (see Lemma 4.1 below). The existence of a G-invariant block is 
guaranteed, in particular, when A is a simple left A-module. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Suppose both oA( V) and oB( W) are defined. Assume 
further that there is a G-stable (simple) block A, of A = D QF D”,, such that 
the component A, = A,. A is nonzero. Let L, = Z(A,), which is a G-field 
lifting the actions on K=Z(D) and L= Z(D,). .Then the nth powers of the 
images in H2(G, Lb) of oA( V) and og( W) agree, where n = dimhA, in 
general and 
(i) n = dim, A,/m( W) ifm( W) is prime to IG/Co(K)I, 
(ii) n = dim, &/m( V) .m( W) zf in addition m(V) is prime to 
IW&)l. 
Proof In view of Lemma 3.1 we may assume that T is a local ring. 
Choose a transversal {a,} for Gr(E) such that 6” = a;’ 6a, defines an 
outer G-action on D and CI,,~ = a;‘c~,cl~ gives a 2-cocycle of G with class 
wA( V). Let D’= C,(G) be the fixed ring, which is central over F with 
KQr D’g D (cf. Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3). Choose also a transversal {/I,} to 
T = EndJ I&‘)’ in Gr(B) normalizing D,c T such that S;=B,1S,/3r 
defines an outer G-action on D, and /?X,Y = B;lflX/?Y taken modulo 
1 + J( T) gives a 2-cocycle of G with class ws( W). This is possible by 
Mal’cev’s theorem (cf. Lemma 3.2). Let 0; = C&G) be the fixed ring. 
Now the projection A --n A, is an epimorphism of G-algebras. Identify 
D = D @ 1, D”, = 1 @D”, with their images in A,,. Then L, = KL is a Galois 
extension of L. Let L’ = C,(G). From F = C,(G) we infer that L’ n K = F 
(within L,). The image in A, of D’@r (0:)” is a central simple L’-algebra 
Ah of degree m(V) . m( W). Consequently 
as G-algebras, where Ah is centralized by G. 
As A,, is a central simple LO-algebra of degree m(V) . m( W), dim, A, is 
divisible by m(V).m( W). If m(W) is prime to IG/C,(K)I = [K: F], it is 
prime to the degree of the Galois extension L,/L. Then the join of L,, and 
D", in A,, is still a division algebra D, r L, QL D”,. As oB( W) is defined, 
then m(W) is even prime to [L,: L’]. In case m(V) is prime to IG/C,(L)I 
also, m(V) . m( W) is prime to [LO: L’] and so m(A,) = m(Ab) by the same 
argument (see [18, p. 1651). In this case we define 
where DA E Ah is a division algebra in the Brauer class of Ah. In both cases 
D, is a G-invariant division subalgebra of A,, with centre L,, of index 
m(W) resp. m(A,). 
The method of proof now follows the lines given for [15, Theorem 23. 
Since T is a local ring, we may identify A = V (as left A-modules). For 
every .XEG define tiX: V+ V by (v)~,=u;~(u~B~)=~;‘uB*. Note that 
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{/IX} is a transversal for Gr(A). We have already seen in the proof of 
Lemma 3.3 that this tiX is a semilinear A-automorphism of A = I’ with 
regard to the automorphism of A induced by x. We compute 
for all x, ye G and UE V. We used the fact that the factor set c( has its 
values in K = Z(R). Write /I,, y = p,, Yv,, y with elements B,, y E L and 
v,, y E 1 + J(T). Since P,, Y centralizes D,, this is actually the Jordan decom- 
position of j?X,Y E End.( I&‘). The map v’,, y : UHUV, y , is a unipotent 
D,-endomorphism of A = P’. We have 
Now A0 is G-invariant and +, is A-semilinear with respect to x. We see 
that the restriction to A, of $,, also written $,, maps A0 into itself. 
Identify also a,,, and jr?,,, with their images in Lb, yielding 2-cocycles 
of G having as cohomology classes the images of oA( V) resp. og( W) in 
H*(G, Lb). View finally v”,, y as a A,-endomorphism of A,,. 
We thus view (*) as identities of endomorphisms of &. Writing these as 
equalities in M,(L,) by choosing an Lo-basis of A, (n =dim, A,), we 
obtain equalities of type (by abuse of notation) 
Observe that each $, is L,-semilinear with respect to x. Taking deter- 
minants on both sides of these equalities we obtain that (a-‘fl)n is a 
coboundary in B*(G, Lb), as desired. 
Assume next that m(w) is prime to lG/C,(K)I so that there is a 
G-invariant division algebra D, c A, with centre L, and index m(W). 
Choosing a Do-basis of A, we write (*) as equalities in M,(D,) where 
s = dim,, A,. As each $, is D,-semilinear with respect to x, we obtain 
equalities of a similar type. Applying the reduced norm of the central 
simple Lo-algebra M,(D,), we get that (a-l@ is a coboundary where now 
n = dim,, A&( W). 
If in addition m(V) is prime to (G/C,(L)I, there is a G-invariant division 
algebra D,s A, belonging to the Brauer class of do. Let s =dim,, A, 
again. Choose a Do-basis according to some decomposition A, = &,‘) where 
&, is the simple A,-module. Then A, g M,,(D,). By construction each I(/, is 
A,-semilinear with respect to x. It follows that the associated matrix 
consists of block matrices of size s/t x s/t corresponding to A,-endomor- 
phisms of 2,; i.e., we have a factorization as indicated where fi, E M,(D,) 
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and l,, is the identity matrix of that size. This holds similarly for all 
matrices occurring in the equalities resulting from (*). We obtain 
analogous equalities in M,(D,). Let now n = m(D,) . t. Since d, is of degree 
m( I’). m( W) = m(D,) .s/t, we have n = dim,, ,4,/m(V) .m( W). Hence the 
result. 1 
COROLLARY. Assume Gal(K/F) is abelian and dim, A is prime to [GI. 
Let L, be the compositum over F of K = Z(D) and L = Z(D,) within some 
common separable closure. This is in a unique way a G-field lifting the 
actions on K and L. Both wA( V) and wg( W) are defined and, up to Galois 
conjugacy over F, the primary parts of their images in H’(G, Lb) agree. 
Furthermore, [LO: K] is prime to IGI so that the map H’(G, K’) + 
H’(G, Lb) is a monomorphism. In particular, the order of wA( V) divides the 
order of oB( W). 
ProoJ Since dim, A = m( V)’ . dim, A, clearly m( V) is prime to (GI and 
so wA( V) is defined. Let p be a prime dividing IGI. There is a block d, of A 
such that the K-dimension of the correspondent component A, of /i is not 
divisible by p. Choose an F-isomorphism cp: LOrZ(A,), which exists as 
K/F is a Galois extension. Use cp to make /i, into an Lo-space. We know 
that 
dim, /i, = [LO: K] *dim,, A, 
is divisible by m(V) . m( W). Thus p does not divide m(W). This holds true 
for all primes dividing I Gl. Hence m( W) is prime to JGI and so wB( W) is 
defined. Similarly, CL, : K] is prime to IGI. 
Hence by Lemma 3.3 every block of A is G-invariant and so L, gets 
the structure of a G-field by means of cp. Lemma 3.3 also shows that this 
structure is independent of the particular isomorphism chosen. This proves 
uniqueness. 
From Theorem 3.4 it follows that the nth powers of the images in 
H2(G, Lb) of oA( V) and oB( W) agree where n is an integer prime to p. 
Thus the p-primary parts of these images coincide. If p is altered,‘a similar 
result holds for oB( W) and a suitable Galois conjugate of oA( V). Use 
finally that the exponent of H*(G, Lb) is a divisor of IGI. 
Composition of H2(G, K’) + H2(G, Lb) with the homomorphism 
H’(G, Lb) + H2(G, K’) induced by the norm of L,/K is the [LO: K]th 
power map on H’(G, K’). As [L,: K] is prime to ICI, this is an 
automorphism. This completes the proof. 1 
Remark. We have restricted our considerations to the case where B is 
an algebra over F= C,(G). Suppose F, E F is such that K/F0 is a finite 
Galois extension, B is just an F,-algebra, and L/F,, is separable (notation 
as above). Our discussions carry over with the obvious modifications. In 
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particular, the first (general) statement in Theorem 3.4 and the preceding 
corollary (replacing F by F, everywhere) do hold in this more general 
context. 
On the other hand, the stronger statements (i), (ii) in Theorem 3.4 rely 
on the fact that B is assumed to be an F-algebra. We emphasize that the 
additional assumptions cannot be omitted here. Appropriate examples will 
be given in the next section. 
4. GROUP REPRESENTATIONS 
We now come back to our starting point. Let N w  H -W G be an exten- 
sion of finite groups, k’ a simple and G-invariant F,N-module. Then 
I= Ann,,(V”) is a homogeneous ideal of F,H and A = F,H/Z a fully 
G-graded F,-algebra with simple l-component R = F,N/Ann,,( V). 
Whenever X is a subgroup of H covering G, the image in A of FOX will be 
a fully G-graded F,-subalgebra. 
We fix an algebraic closure 1’ of F,. Let x be the (Frobenius) character 
of N afforded by some (absolutely) simple constituent of F@% k’. Let 
m = m( V) = m,,,(X) and D = End,(V), and let d,, = dm be the degree of x 
(d= dim, V). G-invariance of t’ just means that the trace character 
Tr FO~X~,F,,(~) is G-invariant. To every x E G there exists a unique element 
gX E Gal(F&) such that 
The assignment XH cr, is homomorphic, giving I;&) the structure of a 
“G-field defined by x.” Of course, x”(z) = ~(t,zt; ‘) for z E N, t, E H being 
any preimage of x E G. 
LEMMA 4.1. K = Z(R) and F,(x) are isomorphic G-fields. In particular, 
K/F, is an abelian Galois extension. There is a unique F&somorphism 
pX: K r F,,(x) sending the reduced trace Trd.,, to x. 
Proof. Let p: K + F be an F,-embedding. Scalar extension from K to F 
by means of p makes D into a matrix algebra M,(F)?, and R becomes 
Mdo(F). Thus composing N+ R + M&(F) we have an absolutely 
irreducible representation of N with character (TrdR,,)P. V affords 
the sum taken over the distinct F,-embeddings of K in i? On the other 
hand, V affords m Tr FO~X~,F,,(~). Since the Galois conjugate characters are 
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pairwise distinct, the lemma follows by noting that if {t,} is a transversal 
to N in H, 
Trd,,,(z.;‘rr,) = TrdRIK(r)’ 
for rER and t,x=t,+Z~A, (xEG). 1 
Since F&)/F, is an abelian Galois extension, every F,-isomorphism 
KrF&) is compatible with the G-actions. We write wH( I’) = oA( V) 
whenever the latter is defined, and denote by oFoH(x) its image under the 
isomorphism H*( G, K’) 7 H*(G, F,,(x)‘) induced by pX. 
This is the general feature. As we shall fix the character x for the rest of 
the paper, it is convenient to identify K=F&) (via p,). Thus rnx is the 
character afforded by V as a Z(D) N-module. As before F= C,(G) will be 
considered as our base field; by restricting scalars to F,, the results will 
carry over. 
The existence of the Clifford obstruction wH( V) = w&x) will be assumed 
throughout the remainder of the paper. 
THEOREM 4.2 (Schmid). x induces a G-homomorphism det(X): N/N’ + K’ 
which maps onto w,(x)~~ under the transgression homomorphism 
Horn&N/N’, K’) + H*(G, K’) of the Hochschild-Serre sequence associated 
to N/N’ H HfN’ + G. 
ProoJ We present an approach based on Theorem 2.1 (cf. also [ 16, 
Theorem 33). Recall that d,, = [R: K]“* is the degree of x. Also, det(X) is 
nothing but composition of N + R and the reduced norm of R (and p,). 
This can be viewed as a G-homomorphism N/N’ + K’. 
Let {t,} be a transversal to N in H and t,, y = t,y’ t,t, the associated 
factor set. Then rX= t,+ I gives a transversal for Gr(A), and 
(x, y)~ NrdR,K(fx,y +I,) is a 2-cocycle of G with class [A]. The trans- 
gression maps any cp E Horn&N/N’, K’) to the class of the cocycle 
(x, y) H cp(t,,,N’). Thus the assertion is equivalent to [A] = o,J V)do, 
which is immediate from Theorem 2.1 (see also Lemma 2.3). 1 
COROLLARY. The order of o&x) is a divisor of d,. exp(N/N’) (and 
IGI). 
Proof Clear. 1 
This implies the Isaacs-Dade theorem [ 12, 8) in the semisimple 
situation (where do divides INI). 
Observe that the Clifford obstruction for the linear character det(X) of N 
is defined. By Theorem 4.2 it is the image of det(X): N/N’ + K’ under 
the transgression map. Hence m&det(X)) = o,(x)~, and this vanishes 
whenever N/N’ w  HfN’ --H G splits. 
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The existence of the Clifford obstruction o&x) is automatic when x is 
G-invariant (F= K). This situation has been studied in Dade [6]. 
PROPOSITION 4.3 (Dade). Assume x is G-inoariunt. Then CO&X) oanishes 
if and only if there is a character x’ of H extending x such that F(f) = F. For 
any extension field L 2 F, w,,(x) is the image of oFH(x) in H’(G, L’). 
Proof. The first statement follows at once from Proposition 2.4 (see 
also [6, Proposition 1.5; 16, Lemma 93). The latter statement follows from 
Theorem 3.4 by letting W be an LN-module affording mL(X)X. 1 
We conclude this section with two examples illustrating the comparison 
theorem for Clifford extensions (Theorem 3.4). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let H= GL,(3), N= SL,(3), X a Sylow 2-subgroup of H, 
and Y = Xn N. Let F be the field of rational numbers. H has a unique 
irreducible complex character of degree 4 (induced from a Bore1 subgroup), 
and this is afforded by an FH-module v’. The restriction V= (I”),,, is 
simple and D = End,,(V) g F(E), where E is a primitive third root of unity. 
Thus m(V)=m(V’)=l and wJV)=l. 
Of course, Y is a quaternion group of order 8 and X is a semi-dihedral 
group of order 16 covering G = H/N. As V is faithful, W= V, is the simple 
FY-module with index 2; D, = End,,(W) is isomorphic to the quaternion 
algebra over F. Thus we have 
and A = Horn&W, V) is of dimension 2 over L,, = Z(A) and is an 
(absolutely) simple left A-module. Clearly wX( W) is defined. By 
Proposition 4.3 the image of wX( W) in H’(G, Lb) does not vanish as every 
faithful irreducible character of X takes the value &?, which is not 
contained in L, E F(E). 
This shows that one cannot omit the assumption made in statement (i) 
of Theorem 3.4. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let H be a generalized quaternion group of order 16. Let 
N # X be the noncyclic maximal subgroups of H and let Y = X n N. Let F 
be any real field containing $. Then every faithful simple FH-module has 
F-dimension 4 and Schur index 2, and the same holds true for its (simple) 
restrictions to N and X (which are quaternion groups of order 8). 
Thus if V is the faithful simple FN-module, then m(V) = 2 and 
ww( V) = 1. Let W be a simple constituent of I’,. Clearly V,Z w”’ and 
D, = End&W) g F(i), because Y is cyclic of order 4 (i2 = - 1). If 
D = End,(V) then 
A = D@OF D, z M2(F(i)), 
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and /i = Hom,,( W, V) is of dimension 2 over L, = Z(d) and is a 
(absolutely) simple left d-module. It is immediate that ox(W) is defined 
and does not vanish. 
Therefore in statement (ii) of Theorem 3.4 the additional hypothesis 
cannot be omitted. 
5. BRAUER REDUCTION 
In order to compute O”(V) = o&x) we may assume, via restriction to 
Sylow subgroups, that G is a p-group for some prime p and [K: F] is a 
p-power. (Replace F by the corresponding fixed field also.) Since w&x) 
is assumed to exist, then either m = m,(X) is not divisible by p or x is 
G-invariant (K= F). 
Our investigations will be based on Brauer’s (generalized) induction 
theorem. A pFelementary group means an F-elementary group with respect 
to p. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose G is a p-group for some prime p. Then there exists 
a pFelementary subgroup X of H covering G and an X-invariant simple 
FY-module W, where Y = X n N, such that: 
(i) The (left) dimension of/i = Hom,,( I@, I’) over D = End,( l’) is 
not divisible by p; 
(ii) m(W) is the p-primary part of m = m( V). 
Proof: According to our convention, m is prime to [G/C,(K)1 = [K: F]. 
If m is not divisible by p, the lemma is obtained from [ 16, Lemma 51 (and 
the note following it). Actually this gives only statement (i) (where I@ 
denotes the FY-projective cover of W). But then even dim, n is prime to p, 
hence so is m(W). But m(W) is a p-power as Y is p,-elementary (having a 
cyclic normal p-complement). Consequently m(W) = 1. 
So assume m is divisible by p. Then necessarily 1 is G-invariant and 
char(F) = 0. We now deal with F-valued characters instead of modules 
realizable over F (as in [16]). However, the proof is quite similar. By 
Brauer’s theorem there is a p’-number r such that r . 1, is a Z-linear 
combination of characters induced from F-valued irreducible characters 8i 
of p,-elementary subgroups Xi of H. Using Mackey decomposition, 
Frobenius reciprocity, and G-invariance of x, one computes 
where the ri are integers and Yi = Xi n N. We conclude that there is X= Xi 
covering G such that Y= X n N admits an F-valued character 8 = x r. 8, 
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for which (0,~ y) is not divisible by p. Clearly 0 is X-invariant 
(G-invariant). Since x is G-invariant and F= F(x), there must be an 
irreducible constituent [ of 0 which is invariant under the p-group G and 
for which 
is not divisible by p. This implies, by the structure of Y, that mF([) is 
the p-part of m. Now let W be the (simple) FY-module affording 
mAi) TrFcIjIF(I). I 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose G is a p-group for some prime p. Let X, Y, W be 
as in the preceding lemma, and let c be the character of Y afforded by some 
simple constituent of FOF W. Then: 
(i) K(i) is a G-field lifting the actions on K= F(x) and F(c). 
(ii) o&l) is defined and, up to Galois conjugacy over F, its image in 
H’(G, K(c)‘) agrees with that of wFH(x). 
(iii) [K(c): K] is not divisible by p, so that the map 
H*( G, K’) + H2( G, K(c)‘) is a monomorphism. 
Proof The image B of FX in A = FHII is a fully G-graded subalgebra. 
Let T be the image of FY in R= FN/I, (1, = Ann& V)). Clearly 
D = End,(V) = End,(V). Further D, = End,,(W) = End.(W), because 
W occurs in I/, and so FYnZ, ~Ann,,( W). If #‘ze(FY) for some 
primitive idempotent e of FY, then tit, = (e + II) T is “the” T-projective 
cover of W. Hence 
A = Hom,,( I@‘, V) g Horn r.( F@r, V) 
as left modules over A = D OF D”,. By Lemma 4.1 Z(D,) is a Galois exten- 
sion of F so that Lemma 3.2 applies. 
In order to apply the further results of Section 3 we need first show that 
og( W) is defined. By hypothesis (or Lemma 5.1) dim, n is not divisible by 
p and m’ = m( W) equals the p-primary part of m = m( V). There is thus a 
(simple) block A0 of A such that the D-dimension of A, = A, .A is not 
divisible by p. Let L, = Z(A,). Note that 
m* dim, & = dim, A,, = [L,: K] dim, A,,. 
Since dim, A,, is prime to p and dim, /1, is divisible by m . m’ and hence 
the p-part of m2, we conclude that [L,: K] is not divisible by p. Either 
m’ = 1 or x is G-invariant (K= F). But in the latter case A = A0 is simple 
and L, = Z(D,). Then the p-group G must act trivially on Z(D,) z F(i), 
hence [ is G-invariant too. We infer that os( W) is defined at any rate. 
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Combining now Lemmas 4.1 and 3.3 we see that Z(d,) g K(i) as 
G-fields, lifting the actions on K=F(x) and Z(D,.)gF(i). The argumen- 
tation in the preceding paragraph also shows that 
dim,, A,/m . m’ f 0 (mod P). 
If p divides m then K= F and L = C,(G). Thus m’ is prime to [G/C,(K)1 
and m is prime to [G/C,(L)I. Therefore application of Theorem 3.4 yields 
that the images in H’(G, Lb) of wA( l’) and og( W) agree. Recall that G and 
so H*(G, Lb) are p-groups. The proof is complete. 1 
Remark. The Galois conjugates over F of o&l) are the Clifford 
obstructions of the Galois conjugates over F of c (Lemma 4.1). We can 
choose in Theorem 5.2 [ such that wFX(I) and o&x) have the same image 
in H*(G, K(c)‘) as follows. Let first cp: L,rK(c) be an F-isomorphism such 
that cp 0 rrO = px on Z(D), where n, is the projection d --w d, and pz is as in 
Lemma 4.1. Now define [ such that p( = cpozO on Z(D,). Observe that 
then dim,, ,4,/m . m’ may be interpreted as the multiplicity of c in xr. 
Assume G is a p-group as above. Let Y w  X + G be an extension of 
p--elementary groups, and let [ be an irreducible F-character of Y for 
which TrFci,,F([) is G-invariant. 
DEFINITION. The pair (X, [) is called a “p~reduction” of (H, x) if X is of 
minimal order such that: 
(i) X is an epimorphic image over G of some pPelementary 
subgroup of H covering G; 
(ii) L,=K({) is a G-field lifting the actions on K= F(x) and 
L = F(i), and [L,: K] is not divisible by p; 
(iii) w&i) is defined and has the same image in H’(G, Lb) as 
(jJFH(X)i 
(iv) rnF(c) equals the p-primary part of m =m,(~). The (Galois 
conjugate, simple) blocks of A = D OF D”, have Schur index prime to p, 
W being a (simple) FY-module affording mF(c) TrFcI),F(c), and 
D, = End,,(W). 
Because of the minimality condition, the order (XI of such a 
p,-reduction will be determined by (H, x). Recall that K= F whenever 
m,(X) is divisible by p, and then [ is G-invariant as [Lo: K] is prime top. 
LEMMA 5.3. There exist p,-reductions of (H, x). 
Proof By Lemma 5.1 there exists a p,-elementary subgroup X of H 
covering G and an X-invariant simple FY-module W, where Y = Xn N, 
such that m(W) is the p-part of m(V) =mAx) and the D-dimension of 
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A = Hom,,( I&‘, V) is not divisible by p. By Theorem 5.2 we may choose c, 
afforded by some simple constituent of P@, W, such that conditions (ii), 
(iii) hold. Let L, = K(l). Any block A, of A = D OF D”, is a central simple 
Lo-algebra (LO= Z(A,)) of degree m(V) -m( W). If A, is the simple left 
A,,-module, then dim, A, is a divisor of dim, A as the blocks are Galois 
conjugate. We conclude that m(A,), which is equal to 
is prime to p. Thus also (iv) holds. Of course, Ker(c) = C,( W) is normal 
in X. 
Now take (X, [) with these properties such that X=X/Ker(i) is of 
minimal order, and view < as a (faithful) character of Y/Ker(c). Then (X, 5) 
is a p,-reduction of (H, x). i 
Whenever (X, 0 is a p,-reduction of (H, x), we use the notation of the 
definition. We fix a maximal X-invariant abelian subgroup M of 
Y = Ker(X -++ G) with p-power index, and write Z = Y/M and G = X/M. 
Finally, 2 is a fixed irreducible (linear) constituent of c,,, and U is a 
(simple) FM-module affording Tr,,&-(ll). 
LEMMA 5.4. U is an X-invariant FM-module. 
Proof: Let X0, Y, be the inertia groups of U in X, Y, respectively, 
and let W, be the homogeneous component of W with respect to U. Thus 
W, is the unique (up to isomorphism) FY,-module such that Wr WOy 
and such that U is a summand of (W,), (Clifford). One knows that 
D, = End& W) and D, = End,,,& W,,) are isomorphic F-algebras (see [ 10, 
Theorem 11.181). Since W is X-invariant, W, is X,-invariant (by uni- 
queness). For any x E X, U” is a sumand of W,,., and so Uxy z U for some 
y E Y, whence xy E X0. Therefore X,, covers G g X/Y. It is now 
straightforward from [ 10, Proposition 2.21 that 
End,( Wp) z End&W*) 
as fully G-graded F-algebras. Thus if &, is a character of Y,, afforded by 
some (absolutely) simple constituent of FQF W, and contained in iv,, then 
its Clifford obstruction is defined and o~~,,(~~) = w&c) in H’(G, L’). 
Clearly X0 is p,-elementary and (X0, co) satisfies all conditions for a 
p,-reduction of (H, x). Hence minimality of 1 XI forces that X0 = X. We are 
done. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let G be a p-group for some prime p and (X, [) a 
p,-reduction of (H, x). Keeping the notation introduced above, the f&owing 
hold: 
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(i ) I is faithful, [ = 1, ‘, and W, s 17’““’ where m’ = mF([); 
(ii) M= C,(M) is cyclic and ZzGal(F(i)/L) is in the centre of G; 
(iii) L = L, n F(A) has the same X-f?eld structure with regard to [ 
and 1. 
Proof: By Lemma 5.4, U is an X-invariant FM-module and so 
I,= Tr F(IJ,F(2) is X-invariant. By minimality of 1X1, i and therefore U and 
1 are faithful. Hence M is cyclic. Since 6 =X/M is a p-group, C,(M) = M 
by the choice of M. Therefore M is the inertia group in Y of A and so 1’ is 
irreducible. By Frobenius reciprocity i = 1’. It follows that L E F(A) and 
that 
We conclude that Z = Y/M is isomorphic to Gal(F(A)/L) (cf. Lemma 4.1). 
We also infer that W, E U’““. 
Since 1, is X-invariant and A faithful, X0 = C,(M) is the inertia group in 
X of I and is normal in X. X/X, is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
Gal(F(;(n)/F) and therefore abelian. As X,, n Y= C,(M) = M, this yields 
that Z g Z(e). 
We know already that L, = L,n F(i) contains L. Let (r denote the 
inflation to X of the Galois action of G on L, defined by the p,-reduction 
(X, [). Similarly, let t denote the Galois action of X on F(A) defined by A. 
Of course, we have YE Ker(o) and ME Ker(r). Since 5 vanishes outside 
M, IJ and t agree when restricted to L = F([,,,,). It remains to show that 
L,SL. 
Let X, be the set of all elements x E X for which (T, = z, on L,. Since 
L,/F is an abelian Galois extension, Xi is a subgroup of X. For every 
XEX, the product of (a,),, and (z;‘),, is in Gal(L,/L), which is an 
epimorphic image of Y. Thus there exists y E Y such that 
Is XY = cTx = T ,Ty  = ?xy 
on L, . Consequently X, covers G z X/Y. Clearly Y, = Xi n Y is the kernel 
of z y viewed as an action on L, , that is, Y/Y, z Gal(L, /L). Let cl = 1 ‘l. 
Then (i& = TrFcIjIL, (A) and L i = F( i i ). The assertion L i = L is obvious in 
case F = K. So we may assume that mF([) = 1. Then W, = W,, is simple 
(and X,-invariant) with m( W,) = m,(c,) = 1. 
Thus w,,([,) is defined. By construction the G-field structure of L, as a 
(G-invariant) subfield of L, agrees with that defined by [, . Now D, r L 
and D, = EndFY,( W,) is isomorphic to L,. Hence D,,,BF D, is a direct 
product of copies of L,. Since 
A, =H~w,,(~~‘,, W) 
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has dimension 1 over L,, Theorem 3.4 gives that wFXI(cl) is the image of 
o&c) in H’(G, L;). The pair (Xi, [i) fulfills the requirements for a 
p,-reduction of (H, x). Now minimality of 1x1 forces that X, = X, i1 = i, 
and L, = L, completing the proof. j 
Remark. The subgroup M is uniquely determined by the p,-reduction 
(X, [) (and the prescribed conditions), except when p = 2 and K= F(x) 
does not contain a primitive fourth root of unity. In the exceptional case 
there might be three possible choices for M (of the same order). This is 
verified on the basis of [ 17, Lemma 43. It might be also interesting to 
know to what extent (X, <) is determined by (H, x). By definition also 
(X, 5”) is a p,-reduction when (r is an element of Gal(L,/K). 
6. INFLATION OF CROSSED PRODUCTS 
Suppose Z H G -H G is a linite group extension and D is a subring of 
some ring S. Then a crossed product Sz[G] will be called an inflation of 
D;[G] provided Z acts on S (via 15) such that D = C,(Z) and (r, 8 agree on 
D, and 15 is the inflation to d of a. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let M be a normal subgroup of H contained in N. For any 
presentation of E = End& VH) as a crossed product, i? = End&( V,)“) 
may be written as an inflation to 6 = HIM of E. 
Proof: We know that E can be written as a crossed product of 
D = End,(V) with G (I’ is simple, G-invariant as usual). Similarly, g is a 
crossed product of S= End,,(V) with G, and D is just the fixed ring of S 
under the obvious diagonal action of Z = N/M (see also [9, Theorem 2.11). 
We have to show that the inflation to G of any factor set for E is a factor 
set for B. 
Let {a,.} be a transversal for Gr(E) and let ( ta> be a normalized trans- 
versal to M in H. For any i E c;‘ the correspondence u 8 N t2 c-* u 0 ,,,, tf is 
an isomorphism of FM-modules between VX = V@,(FN) t, (x = Nt*) and 
(V,)” = V@&FM) tf. By the universal property of tensor products there 
is a unique element oi, E i making the diagram 
v=v@N1 +--+v@wl=v 
ax 
1 
&* 
I 
VI Q1N t, - v’Q,+f t* 
commutative. It is easily checked that {oi,} is a transversal for Gr(& 
such that the resulting factor set is the inflation to G of that obtained 
from {a,}. 1 
481/119/l-14 
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Keeping the data of Lemma 6.1, suppose U is a G-invariant simple 
FM-module for which wH( 17) is defined. As in Section 3 view 
A = Horn&V, V) 
as a left d-module where d = D OF 0: (D, = End,(V)). Note that Y,,, is 
semisimple. d is in the obvious way a (semisimple) G-algebra, and /1 is a 
G-stable left d-module (cf. Lemma 3.3). 
LEMMA 6.2. Assume there is a e-stable block A, of A = D@jF 0; 
such that A, = A,. A is nonzero. Then Lo = Z(A,) is a G-field lifting the 
G-action on K = Z(D) and the &action on Z(D,). The inflation map 
inf: H’(G, K’) -+ H’(e, Lb) sends the nth power of oH( V) to the nth power 
of the image in H2(G, Lb) of wH( U), where n = dim,, A,. 
Proof: Use Lemma 6.1 an argue as in the proof for Theorem 3.4. Of 
course, the inflation map refers to the change of groups G --H G, K’ -+ Lb 
(via the projection A --tt A,). 1 
Actually the proof of Lemma 6.2 is even simpler. We only appeal to the 
general case in Theorem 3.4. Here the (implicit) assumption F= C,(G) is 
not relevant. Of course, one can likewise improve the lemma under suitable 
additional assumptions. However, we do not need that. 
We now continue the investigation of ppreductions. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let (X, [) be a prreduction of (H, x), G being a p-group 
for some prime p. Using the standard notation, injlation to e = X/M defines 
a monomorphism inf: H’(G, L’) -+ H’(e, F(1)‘) mapping the m’-th power of 
co&[) onto the m’-th power of o,(l) (m’=mAiJ). 
Proof By Proposition 5.5, Z= Y/M is isomorphic to Gal(F(J)/L) so 
that L = C,,,(Z). Thus H’(Z, F(1)‘) = 0 by Hilbert’s Theorem 90, and the 
inflation map inf: H’(G, L’) + H’(e, F(A)‘) is a monomorphism (cf. [18, 
P. 1641). 
From Proposition 5.5 we also know that W, r U(“‘). By Lemma 6.1, 
Z acts on End&W,,,) such that D,= End& W) is its fixed ring. Since 
D, = End,(U) is isomorphic to F(I) and Z(D,) E L E F(n), we may 
conclude that End,(W) is isomorphic to 
M,,(F(l)) z D,@, D,. 
In particular, F(A) is a splitting field for D,. Also, A = D, OF D, is a direct 
product of copies of M,,(F(l)). Clearly the relevant Clifford obstructions 
are defined. Since 
A = Horn&U, W) 
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is of D,-dimension m’, it is an (absolutely) simple left d-module. But then 
A belongs to some block of A, implying that all blocks are G-invariant. (Cf. 
Lemma 3.3; in view of statement (iii) in Proposition 5.5 we could have 
avoided this argument by using that D, QL D, is a G-algebra.) Now apply 
Lemma 6.2. 1 
From Proposition 5.5 we know that L = K(5) n F(A). Consequently 
is in a unique way a G-field lifting the G-action on F(1) and inducing 
the usual G-structure on L, = K(c). We obtain a map H2(G, K’) + 
H’(6, K(I)‘). 
COROLLARY 1. Zf m,&) is not divisible by p (but G a p-group), the 
images in H2(6, K(I)‘) ofo,(x) and o,(l) agree. The order ofo,(,~) is 
a divisor of the order of w,(A). 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 6.3. Note that the map 
H*(G, K’) + H’(G, K(A)‘) is a monomorphism by condition (ii) for a 
prreduction and by the theorem. 1 
By Proposition 5.5, 1’ = c and so Uy g IV” where r = IZl/m’. Hence 
8= End,,(UY) is isomorphic to M,(D,). But ,!? is a crossed product of 
D, z F(1) with Zg Gal(F(l)/L). Hence 
and w,,(A) may be identified with the Brauer class of D, in l+(L). It is 
obvious that w,,(A) is the image of w,(l) under the restriction map 
res: ZY2(G, F(1)‘) + H2(Z, F(1)‘), which maps inf(w,([)) to zero. 
COROLLARY 2. Zf m,(X) is divisible by p (so that char(F) = 0), the order 
of w&x) divides the order of w,(J), provided F is a global or local field. 
Proof. By definition of a p,-reduction the p-part m’ of m,(X) is equal to 
mF(c). If F is a local or global field, the order of D, in Br(L) is just its 
index (cf. [18, p. 202); use the Local-Global Principle). Therefore the order 
of w,(A) is divisible by m’. The assertion follows from Theorem 6.3 and 
conditions (ii), (iii) of a p,-reduction. 1 
7. CONCLUSION 
In a certain sense, the results of the preceding sections reduce the 
computation of w,(Y) = w&x) to linear characters of cyclic normal 
subgroups. This is easily handled: 
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LEMMA 7.1. Suppose M ++ X -++ G is a finite group extension with 
M abelian. Let A be a linear character of M such that Trnj,,,F(;L) is 
G-invariant. Then A: M + F(1)’ is a e-homomorphism mapping the 
cohomology class of the group extension to o,(A). 
Proof. This is a special case of Theorem 4.2. 1 
The (local) description of the Clifford obstruction by means of such 
group extensions (for every prime) appears to be limited to (finite) group 
representations. It may be compared with the characterization of the 
Schur subgroup within the Brauer group of a field [21]. Following 
the terminology of [14, 173, we may call these group extensions (local) 
“representation groups” for the Clifford obstruction. 
The passage from a p,-reduction (X, [) of (H, x), assuming G to be a 
p-group, to the pair (X, A),(usual notation) works properly at least when 
m,(X) is not divisible by the prime p. Otherwise we only get an upper 
bound for the order of o&x). Some additional information is obtained 
from the cohomology class O&A): 
LEMMA 7.2. If m = m,(X) is divisible by p (and so K= F), o,,(l) is the 
image in Br(L) of the p-component of the Brauer class of D. The order of 
w,,(l) equals the p-part m’ of m when F is a local or global field. 
Proof: We have already seen in the previous section that, via the 
F-isomorphism pc: Z(D,) z L (cf. Lemma 4.1), o&A) is the Brauer class 
of D, in Br(L). By condition (iv) of a p,-reduction, the index of D @r D;,, 
and hence its order in Br(L), is prime to p. Therefore the p-component of D 
in Br(F) is mapped onto the class of D, in Br(L) (which is a p-element), 
and this is independent of the particular F-isomorphism Z(D,)3: L. Use 
finally that m’ = m( IV), and use class field theory. 1 
THEOREM 7.3. The order of w&x) is a divisor of the number of 
exp(N)th roots of unity contained in K= F(x). 
Proof Replacing G by its Sylow subgroups and F by the corresponding 
fixed fields, we may assume that G is a p-group for some prime p. Then the 
order of wFH(x) E H2(G, R) is a p-power, say p”. Either the p-part m’ of 
m,(X) is trivial or x is G-invariant (K = F) and char(F) = 0. In the latter 
case we may assume, because of Proposition 4.3, that F is a global field 
(e.g., F= O(x)). 
Let (X, [) be a p,-reduction of (FZ, x), and define M Z+ X ++ G and W, 
A as usual. By definition Y = Ker(X --n G) and M are sections of N. Hence 
exp(M) is a divisor of exp(N). By Lemma 7.1 the order of w,(l) is a 
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divisor of exp(M). From Theorem 6.3 and its corollaries it follows that p” is 
a divisor of exp(N), as desired. 
We even know that p, divides IMJ. By Proposition 5.5 Iz is faithful and 
M is cyclic. Thus F(il) contains a primitive IMI th root of unity. Let 
0 E Gal(K(A)/K). Then x” = x and A” = 1’ for some integer r. From 
Lemma 7.1 we infer that 
where (T* is the automorphism of H*(C?, F(1)‘) induced by cr. 
Consider first the case where m’ = 1. Then by Corollary 1 to 
Theorem 6.3, both the images of o,(A) and wFX(n)l in H*(C?, K(I)‘) agree 
with that of o&x), which has order p”. We conclude that p” divides r - 1. 
This implies that if E E K(A) is a primitive p”th root of unity, then .sb = E’ = E. 
Since 0 was chosen arbitrarily in Gal(K(A)/K), this implies that E E K, as 
desired. 
Suppose now that m’ > 1, hence K= F. By Proposition 5.5 to every 
cr E Gal(F(J)/L) there exists z E Z = Y/M such that 1” = I’. Since Z E Z(d) 
also, the map a ti u’ is a e-endomorphism of M which induces the identity 
on &cohomology (cf. [18, p. 1241). We conclude that o&nO)=w,(n). 
By Corollary 2 to Theorem 6.3, p” divides the order of this cohomology 
class. Arguing as above we see that the primitive p”th root of unity E is 
contained in L = Lo at least. 
Since [L: F] is not divisible by p, either E E F or F does not contain a 
primitive pth root of unity (but L does). But for all (r E Gal(F(A)/K), 
is the image in h(L) of the p-component of the Brauer class of 
D = End,(V) by Lemma 7.2. We may conclude that K= F contains a 
primitive m’th root of unity, because m’ is the order of o,,(l). This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
Theorem 7.3 generalizes a result by Dade [6] (see also [14, 
Theorem 31). Our final argument makes clear that it includes the 
Benard-Schacher theorem [2]. It demonstrates once more the close 
relationship between Clifford theory and Galois theory. 
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